What if you are not funny?
NINJOWL
You will never see me coming
DON’T THINK YOU ARE FUNNY? TRY THESE STRATEGIES ON FOR SIZE:

- Stories
- Activities
- Images
- Costumes
- Jokes
- Mistakes
- Surprises
CAPITALIZE ON YOUR STRENGTHS
TIMING IS EVERYTHING!

- As a class opener
- To introduce a new topic
- To lighten a heavy topic
- When to moment is right
- Use unrelated Humor as an ice break
- Use related humor to increase learning
- Consider your audience
- Use a variety of methods
- Remember that there is a saturation point
- Use humor in tests and quizzes
- Let it unfold naturally
- Use Hurtful Humor
- Use Sarcasm
- Laugh at or Mock Students
- Self deprecate too much
- Stereotype groups
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